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 Yet another boring Tuesday in quarantine has come and gone. I went to my government class this 

morning from 9:25-10:40, made some breakfast, got ready, and pretty much just lounged around and watched 

Netflix for the rest of the day. I did my makeup today as a way to channel some of my creative energy. After 

that we had dinner and then I worked on school work for the rest of the night. I made a new Spotify playlist for 

April also today. Since junior year of high school I have been making monthly playlists (or at least trying to 

make them monthly). I like to listen to music as a way to escape from the news and sadness of today’s world. I 

then also completed my to-do list and planner for this week. I am trying to be more productive with my school 

work this week, mostly trying to procrastinate less. I have found that physically writing everything down and 

seeing what I have to do day by day helps me find motivation to get my work completed. 

Motivation and procrastination are definitely the two things that I have been 

struggling with most these days. It was much easier while still on campus to get work done 

because if I was ever distracted and finding myself unable to work I could go to the library for a 

quiet place, but sadly, I do not have that option being at home. I do not have my own desk at 

home so it's hard getting work done because I do not have a single dedicated space to do work. I 

have been finding ways to work around that and finding spaces and time that work best for me, 

but it has definitely been a learning process. I honestly don’t know how I managed to be 

productive and get work done from my home while in high school. 

In other news, coronavirus cases are still growing, along with coronavirus related deaths, 

which is very sad. Both New York and New Jersey reported their highest number of deaths in a 

single day today. When this whole thing first started, it seemed all to be exaggerated, but now it 

is definitely something to be concerned over. There was a story tonight on the news about a 

twenty seven year old woman who died of coronavirus after working as a cashier in a grocery 

store. Cases like that are absolutely heartbreaking because seeing young deaths makes everything 

seem so much scarier. 
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